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SOIXANTE JOURS Sarah Marty SIXTY DAYS



••• Romans français Series – Narrative non-fiction Publication – May 3rd, 2018 288 pages – 20 € Tentative cover HIGHLIGHT



A deeply moving story that finally gives a face and a voice to a Kurdish migrant and his companions in misery. This extraordinary story came into being one summer evening when Sarah Marty, the owner of a large house in the suburbs of Paris, meets a Kurdish mason whom she has hired to rebuild the decrepit wall surrounding her property. As the days go by, Yoldas will confide in her and tell her his story, a story that acts like a bridge connecting his life and Sarah’s, like a spark of recognition between poor vagabonds who drag death on their heels. With infinite reserve, Sarah writes: “Every night, I obstinately retraced the journey of this man, crossing forests and plains, walking like a robot. I slipped in among his fourteen companions. I heard their voices. I moved forward to the sound of their whispers and the roar of the shots they dodged. Side by side, I shared their breath, their doubts, their silent dread. I was cold. I often trembled. I made no concessions on those nights that I relentlessly sought the truth and the accurate portrayal of their emotions. I did everything I could to avoid betraying them. The people who experienced this story lived within me, crushed my shadow, gave me a different gait when I walked, an ethereal face, a body that didn’t cease to lose weight. These people did not grab hold of me. I was the one who welcomed them in and I knew that their voices would not be quieted until I had written the last word of their story on the growing stack of pages. I avoided bland and skimpy words and trite statements; I chased away the story to make room for a novel. I desired breadth and I took care to shine a light on each of these people to bring them out of the shadows of their suffering so that they could become the heroes of this extraordinary life. The pain of mankind knows no bounds. Hear them fall. Hear the wars that rumble at our doorsteps. Hear their weeping. Hear their cries. One day they may be yours.” ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE Find out more: • Sarah Marty finally gives a face and a voice to these migrants. A deeply moving story told in an absolutely remarkable style. • We gradually discover the chilling story of Yoldas and his fourteen companions, their reasons for leaving Turkey, and their superhuman journey throughout Europe at the mercy of mafioso smugglers. • The tragedy of the stateless and persecuted Kurdish people.



Sarah Marty graduated from the ESEC in Paris (the “École Supérieure” for cinematographic studies). She has worked as a script girl and assistant director on commercials, TV and cinema feature films and now works as a producer.
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MY BLOODY VALENTINE Christine Détrez ••• Romans français Series – Upmarket commercial fiction Publication – May 3rd, 2018 160 pages – 19 € HIGHLIGHT



A vacation home in Corsica, a reunion, and a deadly summer. “They said that we had to wait, that we couldn’t do anything else, that we would only slow them down, that we had to stay here and wait for news, wait for the phone to ring. They said that at nightfall it was more challenging, especially with the storm that was brewing again, characteristic of late August. They said that the dogs were trained to track down and to find, that we shouldn’t worry, that these things happen, that teenagers run away, teenagers who want to scare their parents to get revenge… Revenge for what? Everything and nothing, just for being teenagers and having parents. They said that there was nothing to worry about. ‘Did you argue? Did something happen?’ they asked.” Faithful to tradition, Paul is spending the month of August in Corsica at the same villa as every other year with a couple of lifelong friends, their two sons, and Valentine (the eldest son’s girlfriend). But this year, Paul brought along Delphine, his new girlfriend, and her two teenage sons. On the surface, they appear to be a joyful group lazing about in the stifling summer heat. However, below the surface, Delphine is navigating a minefield: differences in revenues and in interests, the animosity of Paul’s youngest daughter, and memories of past summers with his ex… Delphine is walking on eggshells. And yet, the real danger resides elsewhere. Valentine has the explosive beauty of a teen in full bloom. The incredibly sexy teenager attracts the attention of boys and men and will turn the villa’s fragile equilibrium on its head, until tragedy strikes… Find out more: • A delicate, precise, and evocative writing style. •



A spot-on and unflinching analysis of the issues involved with step-families and resulting loyalty conflicts (to the girlfriend, the mother, the ex-wife).



A graduate of the École normale supérieure de la rue d’Ulm, Christine Détrez is a sociology professor in Lyon. She divides her time between lectures, sociological research, teaching, and writing. My Bloody Valentine is her fourth book, but her first novel.
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3bis, RUE RIQUET Frédérique Le Romancer ••• Romans français Series – Upmarket commercial fiction Publication – April 12th, 2018 288 pages – 19 € HIGHLIGHT



In a small apartment building in Toulouse, 75-year-old Madeleine practices the oldest profession in the world, to the great displeasure of her neighbors… “I think about my to-do list, but mostly, I think about my osteoarthritis!” says Madeleine, an old prostitute with rusty joints and a failing memory, as she succinctly summarizes her art to her neighbor Cécile, a young woman in her thirties in search of her soul mate. But Madeleine, an old prostitute with very colorful language who is crippled with arthritis and struggling to make ends meet despite a handful of faithful clients, is slowly starting to lose her mind. Her prostitute friends, and especially the impressive Claudette (an S&M specialist who is never without her two Chihuahuas), jump into gear to spare her social services. Her apartment building neighbors (Marc, a young and uptight exec; Cécile, a solitary woman in her thirties in the midst of an existential crisis; and Lucie, an agoraphobic translator who hasn’t stepped foot outside of her apartment in years) are initially distant, shocked, and even hostile. However, they eventually grow attached to Madeleine and her difficult past, and will be there for her right up to the very end. ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE Find out more : • With its highly corrosive humor and beautifully touching moments, this very contemporary tragicomedy about old age and solitude is an ode to helping one another and solidarity. • A deeply moving female character that is reminiscent of Madame Rosa in La vie devant soi by Emile Ajar/Roman Gary.



With a last name directly related to literature (romancer means “to novelize” in French), Frédérique Le Romancer was destined to dedicate a substantial part of her life to writing… After earning a BA in French Language and Literature in 1996, this author from Toulouse with Breton roots began writing piecework for various newspapers and magazines in 2001. She then went on to work on different writing projects, from fiction to short stories, subtitling adaptations, re-writing translations of Anglophone novels, and writing screenplay… In 2004, she received the “Encre de Garonne” Award. In 2012, Frédérique Le Romancer also began giving writing workshops and has worked as a reader for Bayard Presse since 2016.
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EVJF Liz Blackrock BACHELORETTE



••• Not part of a collection – Upmarket commercial fiction Publication – March 1, 2018 240 pages – 18 € HIGHLIGHT



What better than a bachelorette party to find out who your true friends are? Amandine’s bachelorette party is looking promising thanks to the excellent planning of Justine (who manages an event planning agency and is the bride’s maid of honor): a weekend in the idyllic Mediterranean setting of Cassis’ rocky inlets at Eva’s family home (Amandine’s awkward and terribly shy coworker) along with her four carefully selected bridesmaids, including Charlotte (who is Amandine’s best friend and is so pregnant that she’s about to pop) and Vanessa (her older sister). The cherry on the cake: her sister-in-law Constance has been held up in London, to Amandine’s Amandine is especially looking forward to her bachelorette party as she is experiencing second thoughts. Between her future in-laws (aristocrats entrenched in their ancestral traditions who refuse to make even the tiniest concession), her future husband (an airline pilot who is always between long flights and takes perverse pleasure in annoying her mother), and the wedding preparations which are in full swing, Amandine is beginning to wonder, “What’s the point?” The wedding is one month away and this weekend of relaxation with good friends is just what the doctor ordered. But how well do you ever know your friends – even your best friends? Who is the arrogant Justine that Amandine has elevated to the “Maid of Honor” status? What is Charlotte hiding and why does she so vehemently tell anyone who will listen that she’ll never get married? What happened between Amandine and Vanessa and why does Vanessa seem so upset with her little sister? And what is fragile Eva’s role in this whole thing? From low blows and petty arguments to lies and jealousy, the bachelorette weekend quickly turns into full-blown revenge as they show their true colors and Amandine falters. As they say, a friend in need is a friend indeed…



Find out more : • Co-published with Hildegarde Productions. • Plenty of plot twists, a subject in keeping with the times, and a perfect narrative pace that gives free reign to imagination and audacity. • This novel appeals to a large audience thanks to its subject matter, is rooted in its era without being frozen in time, and is masterfully executed: high-brow chick lit and proud of it!



Liz Blackrock studied engineering and spent five years supervising the laying of metro lines. By dint of constantly observing different tracks, she then changed directions and became a teacher. When her third child was born, she decided to explore yet another path: writing.
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LE ROYAUME DES DEUX-MERS Gilbert Sinoué THE KINGDOM OF THE TWO SEAS



••• Grand public Series – Upmarket commercial fiction Publication – May 3rd, 2018 256 pages – 20 € HIGHLIGHT



The fabulous story of a lost civilization: the kingdom of Bahrain and its pearl fishermen. “I’ve been watching you for a while now. You’re a fool. You’ll never obtain the life you dream of. Give up! Your quest is doomed to fail.” “No! I refuse to let my body return to dust. No! I want to continue to gaze upon the light, I want to soak up all of life’s splendors! I want to live!” So the old wise man murmured, “Very well, I will tell you a secret. There is a plant, a plant that grows here in the waters’ depths and shimmers like silver. If you aren’t careful, it will scratch your hand just like a rose does. If you manage to find it, eat it and you will have eternal life.” Between truth and legend and bordering on dreams, The Kingdom of Two Seas is a fabulous journey of initiation that takes us on a voyage to the edges of one of the oldest civilizations in the world. Dilmun: the “land where the sun rises” and the place where, according to Sumerian legend, the sole survivor of the Great Flood lived. Dilmun: the Garden of Eden. Today called Bahrain (literally “the two seas”), this kingdom is made up of approximately thirty islands in the Persian Gulf and has always been an important stop for trade routes. Long ago, it was the site of the fabulous civilization of Dilmun.



Find out more : • In the legendary kingdom of Dilmun, destiny will bring together a poor pearl fisherman and a physician in search of immortality. •



Gilbert Sinoué is a born storyteller. A master at blending the fictional and the spiritual, he knows how to perfectly tell a tormented story with a handful of unforgettable characters.



Gilbert Sinoué is the author of numerous successful novels, including Le Livre de saphir (which won the Booksellers’ Prize in 1996), L’Enfant de Bruges, and the trilogy Inch Allah. Here, he takes us on a disheveled quest that will either result in death or eternal life.
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GÉNIE LA FOLLE Inès Cagnati CRAZY GENIE



••• Empreinte Series – Literary fiction Publication – November 14th, 2016 240 pages NEW EDITION



Literary sensation in 1976, Génie la Folle is a powerfully moving text and a veritable ode to love between a daughter and her mother. Marie talks about her mother. Her mother, Génie, a daughter from a good family who was cast off and became an agricultural worker. Her mother with her terrible muteness that opposed everything and everyone, maliciousness, meanness, and indifference. Marie passionately and pathetically pursues the mystery of this silent shadow, a shadow that she awaits as night gathers and dreams of taking far away where she will be able to laugh once again. An intense and poignant tableau of almost terrifying beauty at the pinnacle of Inès Cagnati’s talent.



Find out more: • Génie la Folle was shortlisted for the 1976 Goncourt Award and the Femina Award, and won in 1977 the Deux Magots Award as well as the 1976 Fiction Award. • Inès Cagnati’s debut novel, Jour de congé won the Roger Nimier Award in 1973. In the press: “One rarely reads a text as beautiful and as tragic as Génie la Folle. In her second novel, Inès Cagnati shows us the depth of her exceptional talent.” Le Nouvel Observateur “This is a desperate book of chilling beauty, crisscrossed by thunderbolts of unproclaimed love.” Télérama “Sober, modest, and serious without ever being bland, it is as if this book is interiorized. A beautiful piece of writing.” Les Echos “Inès Cagnati awakens in each reader the buried awareness of the difficulty of being a child and that unspeakable solitude: a universal experience.” Le Monde



Inès Cagnati (1937-2007) is a French novelist. From a family of Italian immigrants, she grew up in a rural region in the South West France where her parents were farmers. After studying literature, she passed the French national exam to become a teacher. Her childhood in a rural setting as well as her struggle to integrate into society strongly influenced her works. In one way or another, all four of her novels explore these themes. Génie la Folle, is her second novel. Previously translated into Korean, Greek, Swedish, Serbian, and Slovenian. All rights have reverted to Denoël and are currently available.



RIGHTS SOLD: ● CHINA (Beijing Red Dot)
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••• THRILLERS/CRIME/NOIR
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BORÉAL Sonja Delzongle ••• Sueurs froides Series – Upmarket commercial thriller Publication – March 8, 2018 368 pages – 20,90 €



HIGHLIGHT



How far would you go to survive? January 2017. A group of scientists travel to the middle of Greenland to study the consequences of global warming. On their first reconnaissance mission outside of their base Arctica, the team’s geologist suddenly stops in her tracks. There in the frozen ground, a huge and bulging eye stares at her through the ice with an expression of terror. As they follow its gaze, the stupefied scientists discover an impressive animal covered in a mane of hair with twin horns on its head: a musk ox. And that’s not all. All around them, as far as they can see with their headlamps, hundreds of dead musk oxen are held prisoner in the permafrost in an enormous ice grave. The leader of the mission, Roger Ferguson, wants to understand what led to this massacre and contacts Luv Svendsen, a specialist of these kinds of phenomena with the Wildlife Protection Society. Caught up in a complicated personal life and relieved to be able to throw herself into her work, Luv flies to Greenland. There are now nine scientists alone in the polar night. The first disappearance takes place the next day. ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE Find out more: • In the extraordinary setting of Greenland swept by blizzard winds and plunged in permanent darkness, Sonja Delzongle has dreamt up a terrifying thriller that combines ecological disaster with fight for survival. A ruthless writer who has already conquered her readers in her previous novels, Delzongle shows us just how far some are ready to go to survive. In the press : About Récidive: “With her biting style, Sonja Delzongle plunges us into a ruthless and Cornelian hunt. A must-read thriller.” Madame Figaro “An unforgettable heroine, unbearable suspense, and an astonishing final plot twist… This is art at its finest!” Maxi Born in 1967 to a French father and a Serbian mother, Sonja Delzongle grew up between Dijon and Serbia. She has led a Bohemian lifestyle, between various jobs (the most memorable being working in Afro-Asian artisanal trade and running a bar) and writing. She now divides her time between Lyon and la Drôme. She is the author, at Denoël, of Dust (2015; Folio, 2016), Quand la neige danse (2016; Folio, 2017) and Récidive (2017; Folio, 2018).
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JUSTE APRÈS LA VAGUE Sandrine Collette AFTER THE WAVE



••• Sueurs froides Series – Upmarket commercial noir Publication – 18th January 2018 336 pages – 19,90 € HIGHLIGHT



Water has flooded everything. On a small island of dry land, a family of eleven has survived. The boat that can save them can only carry eight. Six days ago, the northern slope of the volcano collapsed into the ocean, giving rise to a gigantic wave. Just like that, everything disappeared around Louie, his parents, and his eight brothers and sisters. Thanks to its location perched on top of a steep hill, their house was devastated, but survived. The same cannot be said for the world around them. As far as the eye can see, they are surrounded by nothing but an expanse of silvery water. Violent storms have only aggravated the situation. For the last six days, they’ve prayed for help to arrive, but only debris and swollen bodies float around their island. And the water continues to rise. Madie, the mother, understands that they must leave. Pata, the father, has calculated that it will take twelve days in their little boat to reach higher ground, but the boat can only hold eight people. Madie refuses to choose between their nine children, but because Pata knows that this is the only way to save his family, he makes an impossible choice: they will take the two eldest, who will be able to help Pata row, and the four youngest, who need their mother. The three middle children, Louie (age eleven), Perrine (age nine), and Noé (age eight), can take care of themselves. Pata tells himself that they’ll manage just fine and once they reach higher ground, he will return with help. The next morning, Louie wakes up to a silent and deserted house. He finds food in the pantry and a note from his parents in the kitchen: Louie is now in charge. But he can’t help but wonder why his parents chose to leave them behind? Is it really because they’re more resourceful, like the note says? Or is it because they are the three family failures? Ever since a nasty childhood illness, Louie has had a limp; his pretty sister Perrine has a white eye; and Noé doesn’t grow like normal children. Sandrine Collette embarks us on a terrifying story between a small boat alone in the ocean and three children fending for themselves on an island being swallowed up by the waves. ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE In the press: “An extraordinary psychological thriller.” – Madame Figaro



Sandrine Collette was born in 1970. She divides her life between her career as a writer and her horse farm in Morvan. She previously wrote Des nœuds d’acier (Best Crime Novel Award 2013 being adapted to the big screen), Un vent de cendres (2014), Six fourmis blanches (2015), Il reste la poussière (Landerneau Noir Award 2016) and Les Larmes noires sur la Terre (2017). All of Sandrine Collette’s novels have met commercial and critical success. RIGHTS SOLD: ● USA (Europa Editions/WEL) ● ITALY (E/O Edizioni)
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LÀ OÙ VIVENT LES LOUPS Laurent Guillaume WHERE THE WOLVES LIVE



••• Sueurs froides Series – Crime Publication – June 7th, 2018 256 pages – 19 € Tentative cover



HIGHLIGHT



In the woods where wolves prowl, life hangs by a thread. A train pulls into the small train station of Thyanne, the end of the line. Priam Monet steps down heavily from one of the cars. Almost 6 and a half feet tall and a good 330 pounds, poorly dressed, and smelling of cold tobacco, Monet is a misanthropic cop in a downward spiral. His personal purgatory is being a cop with the IGPN, the police of the police. His mission: to inspect this little border police station between the French and Italian Alps; an unpromising backwater in an industrial valley where Far West rules have replaced the laws of the land. Monet’s sole objective is to take care of business as quickly as possible, even if it means compromising the integrity of his mission, and get out of this isolated place as fast as he can. Monet hates the mountains; Paris is his whole world. To top it all off, he finds himself partnered up with Claire Mougel, a young detective just starting out… When the body of a migrant is discovered in the woods, everyone thinks it was an accident. After all, it looks as though he fell off a cliff. Monet, however, is not so sure. His old instincts are hard to shake and despite his fall from grace, he has never stopped being a perceptive and pugnacious detective. Was the victim really just a migrant? Who benefitted from his disappearance? What heavy secrets is the small town of Thyanne hiding? Monet’s going to be here a lot longer than he expected…



Find out more: • Laurent Guillaume is a former cop and is very well-connected in the audiovisual world. • A suspenseful plotline full of subterfuge in the heart of an alpine village whose secrets are gnawing away at it from within. • The character of Priam Monet: gargantuan, misanthropic, and one hell of a cop.



A former cop and now an international consultant in the fight against organized crime, Laurent Guillaume writes novels and scripts when he isn’t traveling. His experiences at the BAC, the drug squad, and time spent working in West Africa permeate his dark and tormented stories. Mako (2009), his first novel, was awarded the 2009 “VSD Detective Prize” – a hands down favorite for Frédéric Beigbeder. He also received the 2015 “Readers’ Award” at the Sang d’encre Festival. Là où vivent les loups is his ninth novel.
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PORNARINA Raphaël Eymery ••• Lunes d’encres Series – Science-fiction Publication – June1st, 2017 240 pages – 19€



HIGHLIGHT



A debut novel unlike any other: bold, macabre, and exhilarating. Pornarina has been beblooding Europe in secret for decades. The handful of people who know about her existence – they are called pornarinologists – gave her a nickname: the horse-headed prostitute. She is supposed to have killed dozens of people. Now in his nineties, Doctor Blazek is a renowned teratologist. He lives in a fortified castle with his twenty-four-year-old adopted daughter Antonie. The young contortionist assists the doctor with his obsessive hunt for Pornarina, but soon becomes estranged with her adopted father, as she is turned of by the pornarinologists’ deviancy. Will she find her salvation in the mysterious figure of the horse-headed prostitute? At once an incredible journey into the heart of a European Addams family, and a macabre comedy conjuring up the great French tradition of Grand Guignol theatre, Pornarina captivates with its literary boldness and constant ingenuity, and explores the theme of the mythologization of serial killers against a backdrop of gender war.



In the press : “Raphaël Eymery let his imagination flow resulting in a subtle blend between macabre comedy and police investigation, which is proven to be, obviously, successful…” Technikart



Find out more: •



Sade Award 2017 (Debut Novel).



Raphaël Eymery was born in 1987. He holds a master’s degree in literature from the University of Tours. Dreampress.com and La Musardine published his short stories. Pornarina is his debut novel.
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ACT UP: UNE HISTOIRE Didier Lestrade ACT UP : A STORY



••• Impacts Series – Non-fiction/Document Publication – August 17th, 2017 448 pages – 21€ NEW EDITION



Since 1989, the militants of Act Up have led a tireless battle against AIDS. For the release of the film 120 Beats per Minute, winner of the Grand Prize at the Cannes Festival, Denoël is republishing this cornerstone text with a new preface by Didier Lestrade. In 1989, Didier Lestrade, along with Pascal Loubet and Luc Coulavin, created Act Up-Paris, based on the model of Act Up-New York. This text tells the story of the ten years during which this association, whose objective is to fight AIDS, crafted and carried out its political statement. Furthermore, this work explains how the association successfully made visible HIV-positive individuals and the gay community by being heavily involved in the development of treatments. Extreme marketing campaigns and sometimes violent ways of going about things are also detailed in these memoirs. Unlike other works on the subject, the author drops a theoretical approach and brings the story of the fight against death and AIDS to a human scale. He describes his emotions, his hopes, and his doubts as well as those of the militants around him. Find out more: • 120 Beats per Minute, produced by Robin Campillo, was this year’s surprise at the Cannes Festival, kindling strong emotions among the jury members, journalists, and viewers. It received the prestigious Grand Prize and was also the recipient of the Queer Palm and the International Critic’s Award at the festival. In the press: “A superb and very gay treatise on impatience for change. As Keynes said, “In the long run, we are all dead.” And in the short term? We should all at least read this book.” Le Carnard enchainé “This captivating book about the history of Act Up is essential to understanding what was really at stake in those years of struggle. Punctuated by dazzling highs points and profound emotions, this is an exceptional testimony in many respects.” Libération “Lestrade describes the birth and evolution of Act Up using the first-person singular, thereby intertwining his personal life, the internal life of the association, and the resulting political repercussions.” Le Monde des Livres



An important French figure for homosexual activism, Didier Lestrade is committed to the fight against AIDS. He played a key role within the association Act Up-Paris, which he co-founded. He is also a journalist for Têtu.
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HERZL A EUROPEAN STORY Camille de Toledo & Alexander Pavlenko ••• Denoël Graphic Series – Graphic novel Publication – March 8, 2018 352 pages – 25,90 € 17x24 cm – Softcover with book jacket – Four colour process



Through two opposite yet strangely symmetrical destinies, this powerful graphic novel explores two facets of Jewish though: the tradition of exile vs. yearning for the Promised Land. 1882. Ilia Brodsky, an orphan from the shtetls, a Luftmensch, a landless Jew chased from Russia by the pogroms, is traveling through Europe with his sister Olga. Whilst in Vienna, he meets the young Theodor Herzl, a dandy who is starting to make a name for himself in the literary world. This fleeting encounter will change Ilia’s life. First in London, where he rubs shoulders with the anarchist networks of the East End, and then in Paris where he meets Doctor Max Nordau, Herzl’s traveling companion and mentor, Ilia investigates this Austrian journalist who, with the turning of the century, becomes the leader and inspiration of the Zionist movement that would result in the creation of the state of Israel five decades later. Ilia is obsessed by the following question: why did this “society Jew,” who was perfectly integrated into the Vienna of the Habsburgs, suddenly decide to take up the cause of his landless brethren of whom he was ashamed? What dreams, what personal reasons could have motivated him to imagine the utopia of the “land to come,” a nation where they would finally be protected from the violence of History? What did Herzl’s Zionist dream look like in the Europe of the dawn of the 20th century, a Europe plunging headfirst toward destruction? Writing by night and managing his small photography studio in Whitechapel by day, Ilia is devastated when he learns of his sister’s death in America. His investigation on Herzl is thus transformed into a goodbye letter, a veritable legacy for readers of tomorrow. Through these two opposite yet strangely symmetrical destinies, this graphic novel explores two facets of Jewish thought: the tradition of exile vs. yearning for the Promised Land. As 21st-century Europe experiences renewed zeal in nationalism and national identity against those seeking refuge, this story, told through Elia Brodsky’s voice, forces us to imagine a country for those who have lost everything… Find out more: • A veritable literary and graphic tour de force, this vast saga of migrations, full of noise and passion, of joy and tragedy, Herzl – a European History will be published in 2018, exactly 70 years after the creation of the state of Israel, born of a utopian vision that came into being in the dreams of this Viennese intellectual.



Camille de Toledo lives in Berlin. After his European trilogy which was published by Seuil editions (Le Hêtre et le Bouleau: Essai sur la tristesse européenne, Vies potentielles, Oublier, trahir puis disparaître) and Le Livre de la Faim et de la Soif (Gallimard 2017), this is his first foray into the world of graphic novels. In Herzl, Toledo explores the relationships between Jewish worlds and the Europe of nations, between exile and States, between the revolutionary fantasies of the first half of the 20th century and the history of Zionism. Alexander Pavlenko was born in Russia in 1963 and studied history, drawing, and animation in Moscow. In 1992, he left his country along with his family to flee anti-Semitism and moved to Germany, near Frankfurt. He works for Russian and German publishers and has illustrated many books, including works by Pushkin, Georges Bataille, Sade, and Oscar Wilde… His blog on alternative culture, where he defended Pussy Riot, has many followers in Russia and throughout the diaspora. Herzl – a European History is his first graphic novel.



RIGHTS SOLD: ● ISRAEL (Pardes)
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HERZL A EUROPEAN d STORY Camille de Toledo & Alexander Pavlenko
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PAIEMENT ACCEPTÉ Ugo Bienvenu ACCEPTED PAYMENT



••• Denoël Graphic Series – Graphic novel th Publication – May 18 , 2017 144 pages – 21,90€ 21x27 cm – Hardcover – Black&white and Coloured illustrations HIGHLIGHT



A deep and powerful graphic novel about ambition, creation, and the movie industry. The year 2045. Filmmaker Charles Bernet works on a forthcoming motion picture. Tipped to be the crowning point of his prestigious career spanning thirty years, he has worked on its screenplay since his prime. He leads a pleasant life in his luxurious automated home, with a wife who hardly ever ages at his side. Media-savvy and cunning, he excels at staying in the spotlight and devising clever ways to fund his new project. The shooting starts, but soon a brutal train accident cuts it short, leaving Charles paralysed on a hospital bed. Gustave, an up and coming director, is chosen to take his stead. Will this inexperienced young man destroy what Charles considers to be the work of his lifetime? And could this elusive Scrabble teacher met during physiotherapy teach him how to beat his terrible ordeal? Ugo Bienvenu uses the destiny of a man at the peak of his life, suddenly thrown off his pedestal by fate, to deliver a powerful and thought-provoking book reflecting on some of his pet subjects: the very nature of creation, ambition, losing control and the ups and downs of the movie industry. An album with outstanding images, a clearly cinematic narrative structure, and a pop quirk, it conjures up in an epic yet intimate manner a future so near it could very well be our present. With this new foray into the world of comics after his successful adaptation of David Vann’s Sukkwan Island, Ugo Bienvenu, who is also a noted music video director, and currently works on his debut feature film, further establishes himself as a new leading voice in the French realistic graphic tradition, previously embodied by the likes of Raymond Poïvet and Paul Gillon, which he reinvents with his energy and the codes of a new generation.



Ugo Bienvenu started his training at Ecole Estienne before joining the Animation Course at The Gobelins School. In 2010, during a stay at the Californian Institute of the Arts in Los Angeles, he takes an interest in experimental animation, and directs his first short film, Je t’aime. Upon his return to France, he starts working for Miyu Productions, and goes on to direct Une Île, a film which opened the Mexico City International Festival, a film called Maman, , and a series of short films around the figure of super hero Ant Man for Marvel. He currently works with Manach on Domenica, his first animation feature film. Sukkwan Island, his debut graphic novel, was published in 2014 by Denoël Graphic, and in 2016 by Folio.
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PAIEMENT ACCEPTÉ Ugo Bienvenu ACCEPTED PAYMENT



••• Denoël Graphic Series – Graphic novel th Publication – May 18 , 2017 144 pages – 21,90€ 21x27 cm – Hardcover – Black&white and Coloured illustrations HIGHLIGHT



“A beautiful, subtle, and deep graphic novel.” Positive Rage “In Paiement Accepté, Ugo Bienvenu plunges us into a delightful Lynchian universe.” Men’s up “Not only is Paiement Accepté a thoroughly enjoyable read, but it also brings up a myriad of thoughtprovoking ideas along the way. It displays a remarkable level of mastery. Ugo Bienvenu’s style, which evokes the design and architecture of the sixties and the seventies, matches his story perfectly. Despite the use of flashy colors and conventional lines, the album seems to take wing in a few spectacular and powerful moments of weightlessness. Ugo Bienvenu makes us question the place and scale of creative pursuits in an artist’s life, regardless of his or her discipline.“ ActuaBD “Under the pretext of a universal fable, Paiement Accepté is a work rooted in its era and brings together all of the anxieties and questions of our current world, from the exhaustion of natural resources to the limits of transhumanism, the eternal quest for happiness, and caring for loved ones.” BDGest “Paiement Accepté plunges us into a cinematic universe by telling its story using cinematic narrative codes, but in drawings.” Le Monde “Keep this name in your sights: Ugo Bienvenu. To be capable, at thirty years of age, of producing such a singular graphic novel with such graphic and story-telling maturity… it leaves me speechless.” L’Obs
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PAIEMENT ACCEPTÉ Ugo Bienvenu •••
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••• ILLUSTRATED BOOKS
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MUSIQUES Jean-Jacques Sempé MELODIES



••• Illustrated book th Publication – November 9 , 2017 200 pages – 35€ 24x32 cm – Softcover with flaps – Black&white and colour illustrations HIGHLIGHT



Sempé’s latest album! After evoking his America (Sempé à New York, 2009), celebrating the carefree nature of childhood (Enfances, 2011), and questioning the challenges of a lasting friendship (Sincères amitiés, 2015), this time, Sempé is back in a celebration of music and musicians. In his long conversations with Marc Lecarpentier, he shares his passion for jazz, his love for Debussy, and his admiration for of Ray Ventura and his band who saved his life. A humorous artist although he dreamt of being a pianist, Jean-Jacques Sempé describes his fantasy dinners with Duke Ellington, Ravel, and Satie, his excitement at hearing his first record in a shop in Bordeaux, his unfading love for the songs of Paul Misraki or Charles Trenet that approached the Divine before a lightness of being became suspicious. Nearly a hundred previously unpublished drawings pay cheerful and radiant homage to musicians of all walks of life whether they be professionals, amateurs, or children just starting out and bear witness to the close relationship between music and humorous art which, full of warmth and goodwill, invites us to fantasize and to dream.



Jean-Jacques Sempé was born in 1932 in Bordeaux. Throughout a career that began in the early 1960s and with over thirty albums to date, he created such legendary characters as Little Nicholas (with Goscinny), Marcellin Caillou, or Raoul Taburin. He has become one of the most famous and most popular artists in the world.



RIGHTS SOLD : ● KOREA (Open Books)
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MUSIQUES Jean-Jacques Sempé
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Judith BECQUERIAUX RIGHTS MANAGER [email protected] Tel.: +33 1 44 39 73 76 Juliana MIASSO RIGHTS [email protected] Tel.: +33 1 44 39 73 86



Contact: [email protected]



www.denoel.fr
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